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If one had to put an adjective to the sublime architecture of Alejandro de la Sota, it would 

fit very well to speak of an essential architecture, stripped, sober, almost monastic, 

laconic. Because that is how laconic he and his architecture were.  

The Dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy of Language tells us that the notion of 

laconic is linked to something concise or brief. Someone laconic, therefore, writes or 

speaks that way. It is said that Spartan educators required students to speak little. The 

laconic is associated with concise speech that uses just the right words.  

Precisely, taking as a starting point that brevity and conciseness in language, we would 

have to emphasize that there are not many architects who are like that, laconic. Hans 

van der Laan, the Belgian monk architect, was laconic, as was Adolf Loos and even 

Terragni, for the sobriety of his architecture.   

It was said, as I heard him say when I was a student of his in 1967, that Sota played 

several Bach sonatas every morning, as soon as he got up, which was not a bad way to 

start the day. 

Well, although I have written a lot, and very precisely, about the man who was my first 

teacher at the Madrid School of Architecture, I do it again for this book. I am amazed at 

how so many, all of them, now say that they have been his students or disciples. 

In that distant and fascinating course of 1966-67 at the Escuela T.S. de Arquitectura de 

Madrid, 50 years ago, we were in the same class, as students, a group of friends 

including Gabriel Ruiz Cabrero, today professor of Projects at the ETSAM, and his 

partner Enrique Perea Caveda. And Carlos Puente, who would go on to work in Sota's 

studio. Rafael Payá Vicens and Luis Vergara. And Chiqui Otamendi and Luis Rodríguez 

Cueto. And Carmen Bravo, Isabel García Elorza, Aurora Regúlez, Rita Iranzo and Ana 

Iglesias, the girls. And there were also two distinguished filmmakers in that course, 

Fernando Colomo and Juan Sebastián Bollaín. We were all Sota's students. 

Sota fascinated us immediately. Smiling, small, impeccable, Galician, he spoke with his 

hands in his jacket pockets, like a druid of architecture. And everything he said remained 

engraved in our souls. I have kept as precious documents, the texts that he asked us 

students and that I wrote with a thick Sheaffer fountain pen that more than with ink 

seemed to be loaded with blood, so venal, so passionate, so personal were the 

comments poured there. 

I remember that Sota, after several introductory classes, which more than introductory 

were initiatory, gave us as an exercise a Restaurant in the Bay of Santander. At that 

point some of us were already abducted by that unusual character. Almost all the 

students built, halfway up the slope, buildings like Wrightian buildings, with large 

overhangs and tile roofs. Only a few of us escaped the cliché. I projected a glass box on 

wheels that slid across the Bay underwater in an unthinkable way. In my retina and in 
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my memory, a very widespread advertisement of the Climalit of Cristalera Española that 

Sota showed us as the maximum example of that essential architecture that he preached 

to us. Sota valued that superlatively and my vanity was well fulfilled. 

I have written and published several texts about the master, when and where nobody 

was talking about Sota, which have been conveniently ignored by those who are now 

Sota's hagiographers and official cancerberos, who believe themselves to be in exclusive 

possession of the master. In all these texts I have always tried to clearly capture the 

laconic character of the architecture and the person of Alejandro de la Sota. 


